
Trinity Order Check List:
Specify:
� 1. Complete model number
� 2. Finish color
� 3. Fabric selection - vendor, pattern and color
� 4. Frame color - Black Powder Coat (BP) or

Chrome (CH)
� 5. Optional laser engraving
� 6. Optional laser cut outs

Examples:
1. TR503RC

(product)
AU

(finish)
BP

(frame color)
INTERFACE

(fabric vendor)
BAILEY

(pattern name)
SHERMAN PEWTER

(pattern color)

2. Wood Finish
AU Autumn Cherry MM Mystic Mahogany
BR Brighton Cherry WM Windsor Mahogany
CC Classic Cherry CM Caramel Maple
EC Ember Cherry NM Natural Maple
LC Legacy Cherry DW Davenport Walnut
NC Natural Cherry RW Royal Walnut
VC Vintage Cherry TW Traditional Walnut

VW Vintage Walnut

3. Fabric Selection - Please supply the following:
Fabric vendor
Pattern name
Pattern color

When specifying contrasting upholstery, indicate clearly which
upholstery is to be applied to the seat, back and arms.
• If available please provide illustration
• When specifying upholstery indicate direction of pattern -

railroad or up the roll

All C.O.M. orders must include the following:
• Vendor’s name, pattern name and color
• Sample of the fabric attached to order
• Model numbers of items for fabric application
• Special application instructions (All stripes will be applied

vertically unless specified otherwise)
• Customer and purchase order number

Ship prepaid C.O.M.
material to:

JSI
Attn: COM Dept
932 Mill St.
Jasper, Indiana 47546

Application of fabric:

Railroaded Up The Roll

All C.O.M. orders will ship at standard lead time from receipt
of C.O.M. except for orders requiring special custom matched
finishes.

4. Frame Color -
Black Powder Coat (BP)
Chrome(CH)

5. Optional laser engraved back imprint available.

$35 per chair
$65 per chair
Call for pricing

artwork 4� x 4� or less
artwork larger than 4� x 4�
artwork larger than 6� x 6�

For orders fewer than 50 pieces, add $100 list per design, per
order. This pricing reflects etching (leaving the wood dark).
Please contact customer service if additional painted colors are
needed. Leather engraving also available, please contact
customer service for pricing and samples.

6. Optional laser cut outs available.

$35 per chair
$65 per chair
Call for pricing

artwork 4� x 4� or less
artwork larger than 4� x 4�
artwork larger than 6� x 6�

For orders fewer than 50 pieces, add $100 list per design, per
order.

Custom back cut outs available. One time set up fee of $65 list
per order for basic design.
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